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"Parker's Back" is the last

r-:~hort

story Flannery

0' Connor wrote before the ravaging· disease Lupus took her•

life in August of 1964.

When Caroline Gordon visited her

"in a hospital a fev1 weeks before her death," she spoke of
her concern about finishing it.

"She told me that the

tor had forbidden her to do any work.

doc~~

He said that it was

all right to write a little fiction, though, she added with
a grin and drevl a notebook from under her pillow.

She kept

it there she told me and was trying to finish a story which
she hoped. to include in the volume which
be published posthumously." 1

vle

both

would

The story was "Parker's Back,"

and. it was, indeed, published after her death:
Esqu,;kr~.

knettl

initially in

ma.ga7..ine (April,. 1965) and later that same year in

we:r.,;y~th,inp.;

t-.h.§.t Rises Must Converge •

In his "Introduction" to that collection Robert
Fitzgerald wrote of

11

the ascesis," the "peculiar discipline"

of Flannery O'Connor's style..

Having known her from the early

days of her ca.'t'eer,

was aware of "How much has been .

l~'i tzge.l."lild

refrained from, and hm<J much else has been cut out and thrown

___

away, in order that the bold narrative sentences should present
..................__....___

____.

1 caroline Gordon, "An American Girl" in The Adde<i
Dimeu.§J_Qlll....The_Art aQd ?·li:t;J.d of :fl.ann~Ft .o~' Connor, IVie 1vin
J. J?riedrna.n and. J~ewis A. Lawson, Eds. New York: Fordham

Univel'Sity Press, 1966), p .. 135.

1

2
')

just what they present and in just this order! "c.

l!,rederick

Hoffman, on·the other hand, has praised her economy and
lucidity of style, and commented on "the most remarkable
clarity and ~~~3 with which she communicated.

Fortunately,

critics of her work need no longer conjecture about the process ·
of creation in Flannery O'Connor's work.

Thanks to the care

and generosity of Regina O'Connor, her mother, many of the
early manuscripts of her works have

b~en

deposited in the manu-

script collection at the library of Georgia College in
Milledgeville.
The value of such manuscript materials has been recognized by numerous scholars.

As Robert Scholes and Richard

Kain point out in their ·11 Introduction" to The \nlorksho,P. of
;Q_ae<.\~1.1!,§,,

"very seldom are we allo\·Jed such a glimpse into the

creative process., 11

Joyce's notebooks and early manuscripts

for A Portrait of the Arti.§.._t as a XQ:uns. 1·1an are "of more than ·
esthetic interest, 11 however, "for the mind of the artist is
not easy of access.

But in the workshop we can see the mind

unmasked, intent upon its work ••• For those who wish to under•
stand Joyce and are not content merely to explicate his works,

______ __
....

.

--- -

2Robert Fitzgerald, 11 Introduction," ;!Werythinp; That
Ri.s.§.§_r!.L'dst~QQ.llY.9.1J!;&, lrlannery 0 'Connor (Nevv York: l~'arrar,
1°65)
..
.
St raus, G~roux,
./
, p" xxx~~.,
~

:,.;Frederick Hoffman, 11 The Search for Redemption," The
Added D}.m~.:msion: The Art and IVIind of lrlanner O'Connor, Ne1vin
J. Friedman and Lewis A. Lawson, Eds. New York: Fordham
University Press, 1966), p. 32.
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materials such as these are indispensable." 4

Furthermore,

the editors suggest, careful study of the genesis and development of a novel or story can lead the critic to more accurate
interpretation of the work at hand.
\'lri tten during 0' Connor's maturity as an artist, the
successive drafts .for "Parker's Back" provide.excellent source
material for this kind of genetic criticism.

They yield sig-

nificant information about her mind, her craft as a writer,
and about the imaginative development and meaning of her vrork.
They also serve as ample evidence that until the end of her
life Flannery O'Connor's achievements were the results of disciplined hard work, as well as extraordinary talent.

In fact,·

they prove that the words she wrote before the publication of
her first novel:

"No one can convince me that I should not

rmvrite as much as I do," were as valid a description of her
critical approach to her craft at the end of her creat.ive
life as at the beginning.5
She was evidently not dist·urbed by the discriminating
process o:f writing and then discarding what she had written.·
In 1962 she told Frank Daniel:

"I rewrite, edit and throw

4 Hobert Scholes and Richard Kain, "Introduction,"
The \\Jorkshou of Daedalus: tTames Jovce and the· TiaH fVJaterials
~,.4. J~Q:rt]:i:1t0Ttiie"~~Ymm r-ian-(Lvanston, Ill.:
Northwestern University Press, 1965 , p. xii.
J

5Robert Giroux, "Introducti.on," Th.§1 Corrmlete Stories_

~ne~;t_ O'Conro.x~ Flann~ry O'Connor (New York: ]'arrar,

Straus,

G~roux,

1)72J, p.

XJ..

1~.

It's slow and searchingto 11 ~ Fortunately, however, she

away"'

did. not throw away all the early versions of "Parker's Back,"
and the collection of manuscripts for this story is more com-

plete than many of the others.

The papers include several

loose pages, three incomplete fragments, one whole preliminary
draft an.d one copy of the final version.,

Wri t·ten on the back

of ·t;he first page of one of the fragments a't'e the words "First

Drafi.;. 11

Th:c·ee and a quarter typewritten pages long, this

fragment (hencefor•th in this paper to be called Fragment A)
opens with Parker's vision of the tattooed mru1 at the fair
and describes his adolescence and his experiences in the navJTo
It ends with a description of the tattoos he had accumulated
in his t-rips around the

~mrld.,.

0' Com.::. or was evidently dissatisfied with this version

of the

however, for thra subsequent version (Fragmenii B)

Ed;ory,;

contain,s :o.one 'of th:'i.s material; Parker 1 s tat·l;oos resulted

simply from h:i.s desire to attract women.
(page

e~~ven

These thirteen pages

is missing) deal instead with Parker's marriage

to Sarah Ruthe

In fact, the first sentences of this draft

depict Se.rah Ruth, who :l.s "eighteen years old and plain, rr and
hel.' jealousy of the old women for whom Parker· works.

Parker

cannot understand wh,y he nl.oved her," nor why, after their
violent f'il'st encount-er \vhen Sarah Ruth hit him \ITith a broom,

he ha.d

m.m~ried

her.

Most of the pages of this version reeount

6 F:roank Daniel? "Flannery O'Connor Shapes Her Own Capital,"
~~~~1.-.•iL.~ and !_tl~:gta Con,?,t~ (July 22, 1962)e

5
Parker's ruminations about this quandary, and this partial
draft comes to a close when he is sitting in the tattooist's
studio after having a picture of Jesus tattooed on his back
to please his wife.
The third attempt to write the story \llill not be dealt
with in this paper because it repeats with only minor variations
the first pages of Fragment B.

This effort 'l..oJas abandoned a.fte:r.·

only six pages in favor of the final complete preliminary
draft which, with some minor corrections, became the published
version"

l!.'vidently O'Connor had completed a goodly portion of

this final draft before she was hospi·t;alized, because a single
page from a stenographer's notebook--probably the one to which
Caroline Gordon referred--contains handwritten passages from
the~

end of the story.

These \ITere later type'\';ritten into the

final <.'l:.ra.ft and revised, so one must assume that she subsequently
was out

~f

the hospital and well enough to use the typewriter.

The three fragments, the loose pages, and the final

..

prelimi~ary

draft are marked with numerous revisions--hand-

written and typewritten insertions and crossed out passages
on almost every page.

Fortunately, it is possible to read

the cror:a.)ed out words, and one can see how the revisions
developed.

Within the scope of this paper it is impossible

to ·treat each of these alterations; but the major changes in
narrative structure, imagery, theme and characterization, as
the story mo-ved from one version to another, can be tracedG
And the compaxison of these early drafts with each other and
with the published version yields fascinating insight about

-~

--

------~--

--~

-~

-~---

-~--

~-

---------------
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the way the story and her telling of it grew in the process
of creationfl
Theinitial genesis of the idea for this outlandish
tale must rElmain a mystery, but 0 °Connor told Robert Donner
that before she could start she had "to have a s·tory in mind-some incident or observation that excites me and in which I
see fictional possibilitiese 11 7 Perhaps like the child in her
story "The Temple o:f the Holy Ghost" Flannery 0 'Conno:r.~ was
led to insights about God's all-encompassing love by the sight
of misshapen freaks and tattooed men in a traveling side show.
Her knowledge of the complicated details of the art of tattooing, however,

·\'Jas

probably gleaned from a book in her library

entitled J1~._9~tooist: @.~~'!:'~- Bu,;rqh.ett (compiled and
edit~:~d by

Peter Leighton, London, Olbourne Press, n.d6t) \'lhich

"describes intricate ways of tattooing and many photographs
of tatt;oose 118

Though Flannery QtOonnor lived a relatively

cloistered life in Milledgeville during most of her adulthood,
intensiv~
I

reading of literature arid criticism, psychology,

philosophy, theology and miscellaneous works enriched the
creative source from which her stories flo\'red.
Her knoVlledge of art history e.nd the background of

----·-·-··-.::It':!---?Robert Donner, "She Writes Powerful Fiction," .§.;!m,
March, 1961, p. 48.
8sister Kathleen Feeley, Flann~-y_.P_' .Q~Q.r.LJ~:q,i~e of
~pe y~~pc~ (New Brunswick, N. J.: Rutgers Un~versity Press,
1972)' p. 149.

'7
he:r ·thought abou·t the form of the image of Christ are apparent
:l..n pa:rt of a revie\"1 she \rr.rot;e of Victor vlhite 1 s book, ,e_o..Y.=!-

.?llil

In diseu.ssing the prevalent lapse of
Catholics brought up in Catholic homes and
~3d.m~atE.~d in Catholic schools, ]'.a.t;her White
(_,br~Errves that this :i.s very likely a failure
o:r our sacred imagen to sustain an adequate
pic:t;ur.e t..")f \\rhat they are supposed to represen.tc ~l:he images absorbed in childhood are
:c<::ta.:i.ned. throughou:t; life"' In medieval times
"the ch:tld v5.ewed the tmmH images as his elders;
and these were.images adequate for the realities
t:hey stood for., Eh:J formed his image of the Lord
i'x·om, for example, the Btern and majestic
1)a:ntacrator, not from a smiling Jesus with a
bleed.:i.ng hearte When childhood was over, the
:i. OfJ.ge was still valid. and was able 'l;o conduct
him t;o a mature realization of his religion.
Toda;y the idea o.f religion of large numbers of
Co.:cholics remains t:r.•;J.pped at the magical st;age
b~y static ~md supE3rficial images which neither
min.d :no:r, stomach c.c:m any longer take,. 9
~L'l::tJ:~
11

:fac:.\S'! of' Gh.risi; tattooed. on Pa:r·ker' s back in. the stor;;r,

covored ·;;-;i·t;h all t;hose little blocks,

11

"red and blue and

ivory cm-:1. Ha.f.f:ron squares, 11 \'lith its "heavy brows, a straight
nouo" a.:nd. lle.ll-·demanding eyes 11 clearly fits the description.
of ·[;he

p~;;.sai; Pantacre.tor mosaics that are to be found looking

down from t;b.e heights of Byzantine eb.u.rches.

As :i.n all of he:r: stories, however, the eXJ..Ier:i.ences
r<~lat<:;d

i;he

in

l~ealm

11

Parke:r' f3

Back~"

though bizarre, are a.ll

\.~ri"t;hin

of possibility in that God-haunted :t:'l:t.ral South \vhere

9!Iype~mript of' the revie"l written for the ge.Q.:t:e;.;i.:-~
,..,..,,
o •c onnor mru~uscr~p
· t co 11 ec t-~on
·
· \:rcorg~a
-·
·
:,.tr.,.annery
1.n

-o J ~
·' •
£1!..:::.19\~}l.l

Oollc'lgo

J~J.brr:ii'y,

I'1illedgeville;.

8

tattooed men and other freaks v1ere displayed in carnival
side shows.,

The first of the attempts to t-rr.i te the story

(Fragment A) begins with Parker's encounter with a tattooed
man at the fair.

In this version, as in the final draft,

the vision was seminal for Parker, because both contain the
following passage:

"It was as if a. blind man had been. turned

so gently in a different direction that he did no·t know his
destination had been changedo 11

In some ways, however, this

preliminary recounting of Parker's early life differs significantly from the published versiono

Some of the changes

resulted in the strengthening and metaphoric enrichment of
dictionf9
head,"

Parker's "round white cap, sitting low on his fore-

be<:~at'1e

a

11

s:Llly white cap, riding on his forehead. 11

AJ.1d Parker 1 }:3 eyes, which in the early version "seemed to
refleot i;he imme·nse blank spaces around him as if they too
were 'i'ull o:f space," later "reflected the immense spaces
around him as if they were a microcosm of the mysterious sea."
.

,

~Other
I

structural variants in Fragment A include passages

which present unnecessary and distracting detail.

When travel-

ing from port to port, Parker was pleased to find that "the
niggers in Africa had the same features as the niggers in
Alabama, 11 and that "the Chinese all looked alike and all looked
like Chen Yang, the Chinese laundryman he knew at home."
consequence, Parker surmised, "If you've seen one or
you've seen everyt'lhe.re else."

t\'lO

As a
places

None of this contributes meaning

to the central focus of the story; O'Connor's discriminating

9

sense demanded that "!ihepassage be eliminated..,

She also

reduced and altered the lines describing Parker's imaginative capac:tty from this original draft whi(!h reads:
At fifteen Pat'lcer could take a motor
apart, or a clock, and put it together again,
but he \'vas not a boy capable of wonder. What
he \'laS told, he accepted when other people
seemed to. His imagination extended as far
as marriage but not to deatho

These thL'ee sentences are compressed to a single line in the
published story:

11

Parker had never before felt the least

motion of wonder in himself," which in its concision and
concept of wonder as a "motion," possesses far more dramatic
impact than does the first draft.
Another sample of extraneous material ·which was ulti_mately excised. demonstrates the way compression led to the \'lry
humo:r• for Vlh:i.ch 0 'Connor is so deservedly noted.

One reads

in this ec.n·l;r d.raft that:
Parker began ·[;o drink beer. He got in a
fight and spent tv10 days in jail. His mother
wept over what was becoming of him. One night
,~he dragged him off to a revival but it had no
'effect on bim; he \'laS not saved that night. It
\Al·as nearly time for the army to get Parker. With
ru1 unprecedented stroke of imagination he joined
the navyo
Subsequently she experimented with another version, writing
that Parker

11

jerked out of (his mother's] grasp and told her

to go to hell. ·The next day he joined the navy to get away
from the old battleaxe, 11

Only after these t:L"'ials did the

final version emerge.
Parker began to drink beer and get in
fights. His mother \Plept over what was becom:i.ng

..

10

of him. One night she dragged him of.f to a
revival wi·t;h her, not telling him whe:r.~e they
\'lere goinge When he saw the big lighted church,
he jerked out; of her grasp and ran. The next
day he lied about his age and joined the navy.
Here the abruptness and radical nature of his escape achieve
a distinctly comic effect.

The changes made in this passage also illustrate the
ways theme and characterization were refined, for in the early

version Parker does attend the revival and then implicitly
rejects the revelation of the Christian message which his
nbattleax" mother wanted him to embrace.

In the final draft

O'Connor deleted. that derogatory epithet; his mother is instrumental in planting the first seeds of his prophetic vocation
by having him baptized Obadiah EJ.ihue.

And Parker does not

ha.Ye a di:r·ect encounter wi i;h the image of Christ until that
climactic scene "trihen he collides with the great cruciform tree
in the m:i.<idle of ·the hay field.

The exclusion of Parker's words to his mother

indi~

cates, !urthermore,
that the writer's concept of Parker's
...
laconic nature was gradually being refinede 10 Other changes
fw:•ther demonstrate this development of chat'acte.rization.
Parkerts first tattoo, for example, in the early draft is not

an eagle but an anchor, an image which certainly denotes a

-rn

10
an intervie\'1 for ~P...SE2.~' 0 'Connor stated "I 'don't
think you have to know them [the people you're writing about]
very well. You dizcover them." K. Fugina, F. Rivard, M. Sieh,
"An Int-erview with Flannery 0 1 Connor, 11 Censm;:_, Fall, 1960
(Repr•inted Summer, 1965), P• 55.

-

-

---···

---

11

stability not in keeping with Parke1" s peripatetic ·charactere
Hints of stupidity are also included in this early description of the protagonist.

"He left school because he

sixteen and still in the ninth grade,., 11

\'las

Such depracatory

characterization is eliminated in the final version, in which
Parker left school "because he was sixteen and could.,"
Surely the most significant -change made, however, lay
in the rearrangement of the episodeso

In the first version

the chronological rendering of events becomes a statement about
time and Parker's consciousness.

\'/hen one episode is

finished~

the next begins in this dJ.:•aft; time is perceived horizontally,
and Parker's actions naturally grow out of those events which
have immediately preceded them.

In. the published story, all

of this information about Parker's backg:r-ound is presented as
a flashback,. and the disjunction in chronology emphasizes the
evel"'

pl.~esent·

quality of the past.

Time is seen to be vertical,

and Parker's motivation is rooted in a consciousness of the
totality~of
I

his experience.

The published story opens with

the description of Parker and his wife, and the drama of their
conflict is apparent from the beginning of the story.

Thus

the reader's attention is drawn from the very outset to the
tensi.ons in their relationship; a.nd in the scene at the conclusion9 when Parker is standing on the same porch trying to
get into his house, the story is unified--it has come full
circle.

Parker is back.
This kind of comparison of the preliminary draft,

Fragment A, with the corresponding section of the published

l.2
version, therefore,·reveals significant information about
the ways Flannery 0 'Connor i'!Orked at her craft.,

Through

experiment, compression and enrichment the story was gradually
honed down and 1mified; the dramatic impact was heightened
and the tale was enriched with humor.

Similar comparative

study of the other fragmen·t;s and the final preliminary draft
itself brings to light more radical -alterations which demonstrate even more clearly than those already noted that the
writer's vision of the story underwent profound changes during
the course of experimenting with the idea--writing and rewriting and rewriting again.
None of the material from the three and a quarter page
fragm(~nt

just desuribed, for example, was included in the second

and th:i.rd pre1imin<'J.ry drafts.
because he

11

Instead, Parker gets tattooed

had .found when he was only sixteen that women are

attracted by tattoos.

After he had made the discovery he had

tat·t;oos put on him for one reason or another until almost all
the sigh;tly
places were covered."
•

In fact, the tattoos are

significant in these interim versions solely because they
attract Sarah Ruth's attention in the beginning and later provide Parker "Vri th a way to demonstrate his love for her.

For

although ultimately the finished version deals primarily with
metaphysical questions--the conflict between Saran Ruth's harsh
Old Testament beliefs in an incorporeal, vengeful God and
Parker's mystical conversion to the incarnate Christ of' the
New Testament--the second unfinished fro.gment (B) is thematically
concerned with the unexplainable quality o.f love and. the

13
permanence of the ma't'riage vow e
~~he

different focus is apparent from the beginning

in the domestic details which are included in this version
but omitted from the final.

Parker worries 7 for example, not

about making payments to the loan company for his truck, but
for the washing machine and refrigerator he has bought for
his wife.

The two of them are first described

11

sitting on a

black leather sofa," a far cry from the hard uncushioned "steps 11
and "floor" on which they are seated in the .final versionco
Throughout these earlier drafts,in fact,the sofa's image of
softness is emblematic of the comparative softness of Sarah
Ruth's and Parker's characters.
this

Although Sarah Ruth even in

manuscript is described with "skin on her face

earl;~?'

(whicl~] was drawn as tight as the skin on an onion" and with

eyes that;

11

vmre g1:·ey and sharp like the points of an ice pick, 11

she speaks ·"placidly" and is found "dallying over her words."
A startling and significant change was made in her name.
In the f:inal.version her last name is Cates, and its one•'

syllable ha:rslmess reflects the terse quality of her character.
In this earlier version (Fragment B) her euphonious last name
was Flower•s-·•awhich bespeaks a kind of blossoming beauty.

That

impression is deepened in the tentative description of their
first encounter when Parker sees Sarah Ruth as "a shimmering
figure against a background of pure gold.
not to be touching the ground."

Her bare feet seemed

'1'he portrayal suggests a like-

ness to a golden Byzantive icon .of the madonna..

In comic con-

trast, however, those signs of emotion, the "two pink spots"

l'eappear on her cheeks more than once, for "Parker had severa.l
ruses for bringing them out""
Parker himself is described far more fully in these
preliminary drafts than in the final version, which focuses
the reader's whole attention on his tattoos, the most significant image of the story.

Earlier drafts present the dis-

tracting information that "Parker had bright red hair with
sideburns and small eyes of an acquamarine hue" and that "he
had on overalls and heavy hi.gh top work shoes 11 and "a grey· felt
hat with the brim turned down all around."

He is "gallant 11 and

asks Sarah Ruth if he can "hold her hand."

Although in Fragment

A and in the published story Parker was raised by a mother who
bE;gan the work of Galvation in him by having him baptized and
by

trying. to take him to revival meetings, in this second draft

(]'ra.grnent B) Pru.·kex· was raised by a gra.ndmother "who had beaten

hirn.

fr~:quent:ly.

upon him .. "

,,,rit;h

a harness strap to impress her limited viet;JS

Nonetheless,

11

she had so far failed to do this that

Parker could
not remember what her views were except that they
...
were not logical and they interfered \'lith nature. 11

In keeping

with this background his lengthy interior monologues and cogitations in Fragment Bare centered not in "the vague unease,"
the hin·!;s of the supernatural which were reinforced by the
vision of the tattooed man at the fair, but in the natural
problems

of

love and marriage:

Before he married her, Parker had settled
his mind on the problem of mcJ.rriage. If it didn't
make any difference if you d=!,_dn '.:!2. marry the woman
you were living with, he reasoned, then it didn't

15
make any difference if you did marry the one you
were fixing to live with. Y'OU could leave one
you were married to as easy as one you weren'to
The lucidity of this satisfied him enough before
he was married, but after· he was married, the
problem began to gnaw at him againo He became
suspicious that there was some hidden flaw in
this reasoning and that he would wake up one
morning and realize it and find himself trapped.

He decided to stop thinking about it until
the ·time came when he 'lrlanted to leave here> At
presen·t; he hated to leave he.r even to go to 'IIOrk.,
bvery time she looked at him with her sharp grey
eyes, his jaw dropped and he smiled open-mouthed
and sttmned e
His preoccupation with marriage in this early manuscript had
been mysteriously reinforced when the Ordinary spoke the words,
"'l'ill death do you part" and Parker had "a sudden unexplainable
sensation like a man with a mortal ailment who doesn't know he
has it,."
LatEn:> i.n t:~b.is draft (Fragment B) the troublesome

thought seEnned ..co pursue him even more insistently:
Parker had always lmown his own mind and
had been able to rely on himself not to do any
foolish thing or to think about things that were
n,.ot important but now everynight when he would
Settle dOVfn for sleep he WOUld find himself considering vague and abstract problems that the
words "Till death do you part" suggested to him ..
The sentence was like the needle of a phonograph
going around and around in his brain producing
noisy thoughts that kept him awake.
One is reminded of the "ragged figure [9f Cb.J....ist) who moves
from tree ·t;o tree in the back of his [Haze Motes) mind;" yet
hei'e the pursuing shadow is simply (one is tempted to say
merely) Parker's dim realization of the enduring quality of
marriage!

16

In. her "Replies to Two Q'l?-estions," O'Connor had
w.ri tten that

11

In every story there is some minor· revelation

which, no matter how funny the story may be, gives us a hint
of ·the unknown, of death .. 1111

In this eru:•ly draft of "Parker's

Back" even the mystery of death is inextricably entwined with
Parker's worries about his wedded relationship with Sarah Ruth.,
He looked forwat>d to the time when he would
be sick of Sarah Ruth and co.uld prove to himself
that he could walk off by doing it. He knew
plenty of men who had walked off and left their
wives. It was done every day. He could not understand \'/here the feeling that he could not do it;
had come from. He could not put his finger on it.
Certainly when he took the notion to leave her, he
would leave her. There was nothing to stop him.
He had always thought of death as a good thing
because it rid the world of old people he had known
had been onery and he had been glad to see them go,
p:Q.t now death began to appear to him in a different
gu:i.se·--as the only way to escape being married,.
The .:n-.tcounter with "the unknown" :i.s treated here almost as

comedy e.:nd once again, the homely triviality of Parkel" 1 s
ruminations reveals the domestic quality of this telling o.f
the tale.
lf>arker and Sarah Ruth even engage in a lengthy 11 pillow
talk" dialogue about the subject of matrimony.

The passage

deserves being quoted. in full because it reveals several significant variations from the final story.
One night as they were lying in the dark,
he had said, "What would you do.if I walked
off and left you?"
~~-···"~·----·----

11

···· J!'lannery O'Connor, "Replies to IJ.'wo
Winter, 1959, p. lOo

Questions~"

Espr,it,
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"I'd follow alor1g behind," she said placidly~
This had not occurred to·Parker. "I could get away
from you," he said. "I would go in the truck and
be gone before you lmew I was gone. 11
"If you were in China," she said flatly, "you
would still be married to me."
Parker did not think it reasonable that when
he left her, he would still be married to her. If
he was gone, he was gone.
11

If I ain't here, I ain't here," he said.

"If you ain't here you're still married," she
said flatly. "You can never not be married except
if your wife dies." bvery word she uttered waE.~
like a brick laid dot<m on Parker's chest. "You
have to die not to be married," she said. "And
after you die you will be judged on if you stay
with your wife or not."
"Oh, shut up," Parker said.
"Then Jesus. will separate the sheep fr•om the
goats," she went on.
"Jesus is a bunch of hot air,u Parker said
i1:-ri t: a b J.y o

said.

"Itts you that are a bunch of hot air,u she
11
Jesus is Jesus. 11

Parker was sick of hearing about Jesus.
her,it was Jesus this and Jesus that.,

With

.,..
I

"What Jesus says, that you do," she said, 11 and
if you don't you'll wish you had when the day of
judgment comes."
Such a bedtime conversation would be completely uncharacteristic
of ·!;he Parke:r· and Sara.h Ruth of t;he final version, in which
their .few exchanges are remarko.ble·for their terseness.
one is struck by othe:C' differences.

And

Although Sarah Ruth is

implicitly identified with the Old Testament in the published.
version--·she only mentions Jesus once--here, Jesus is at the
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center of her statements about
Jesus this and Jesus that. 11

religion~

"w.ith her it was

And God's wrath will descend

upon Parker not because he has pictures "drew on him," but
because he may not keep his marriage vows.
Indeed, striking ev-idence o.f radical alteration in
the central focus of the story lies not just in the inclusion
of these passages about matrimony ii?- Fragment B, but also in
the absence of many crucial passages relating to the tattoos.
After deciding to have a religious subject tattooed on his
back to please Sarah

Ruth~

Parker is seen driving into town:

• • • looking neither to the right or the
left, concentra·t;ing so hard that the road before
him was no more than a grey strip down which he
automatically sped, until suddenly he brought
the car to a screeching halt in the middle of the
highway" The expression on his face was completely
blank as if an apocalypse had paralyzed hiin. Then
he started the truck again and sped on until he
reached the citye
Here the

ll

apocalyptic" inspirat;ion to have Jesus tattooed on

his back is briefly recounted, and, most importantly, it occurs
in the eab of Pa:t'ker' s truck.
~·
I

Hissing is the incandescent

scene of the fins.l. version, the vivid rendering of Parker's
mystical conversion at the foot of the burning tree itlhich
enflamed b.:ts mind.
Later in Fragment B the significance of the tattoos
is also denigrated by the comical description o.f the artist.,
He answers the door "in his pajama bottoms," and we learn that
be is "a large man named Speeds with bloodshot eyes and a bald

head. 11

Furthermore, he is "stupid and heavy, not quick l:i.ke
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Parker. 11

Altogether, he is very different from the artist

in the ultimate version who is "thin and bald" and who looks
at Parker lid th "his intellectual superior stare."

The dig·-

nity of the artist is o:r critical importance because of the
significance of art itself in the final version.
is implicitly stating in "Parker's

Back~'

Art, O'Connor

mirrors the incarna-

tion of Christ, when it embodies anq gives expression to
theological truth.
Even the process of tattooing is diminished in this
preliminary draft.

None of the details about the washing,

the ethyl chloride, the iodine pencil or the electric needle
are included.
not the
tion

In fact, the wo1..k is completed in one session,

·t;hat i'lere finally required. ··Nor is any delibera-

tt\'O

r·•~qu:tred

tc) choose the form of the image from a book.

Parker.' simply walks into the room and announces abruptly what

he W(:.;.nts&.

11

I1isten, '·' Parker said,.

"I want a Jesus on my back;"

and later when the tattooist questions him, "What you want him
doing?" ,Parker answers, "I don't care, just so there's no
i'

mistake it's him."
Soon after this exchange (on the thirteenth ty·pewri tten
page) th:ts fragment comes to a conclusiono

Parker has taken

off his shirt and the tattooist is working.
The idea had hit him so quickly and the
sheer brilliance of it had dazzled him so completely that it was an hour or more after the
art:-ist began to work before Parker began to be
suspicious that what he was doing might have
some drawback to it.
'.rhen his reflections carry him a step farther and this draft

----~

........... - c . - - - -
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ends with the lines-:-

11

Then an insidious suspicion began to

insinuate :i.tself into his thoughts.,

It was of the same order

as his suspicion that now he would never not be married."

It

is fitting, o.f course, that this version should end with the
reference to marriage, but the fact is inescapable that as
written hE1re the story is a somewhat simple domestic comedy,
enlivened, to be sure, by the bizarre note of Parker 1 s tattoos.,
O'Connor's own dissatisfaction with it is abundantly clear in
the massi ye revisions made in the final draft, in \<lhich she
eliminated these long passages about matrimony.
Perhaps when she saw in print her words about Parker's
"suspicions that what he was doing might have some drawback
tc> ·it"~" she· realized her own suspicions of the story o

Hore

impo:t"tantly; though, one cannot help but speculate that the
imagina.tive v-ir:1ion o.f the tattooed image of Christ on Parker's
bac·lt was the ·generating inspiration for the last and in.fini tely
more profound version of the
symbols~·

story~

When asked once about

she said that "a symbol is like an engine in a stor;')',

and I usually discover as I write something in the story that
is taking on more and more meaning so that as I go along, before
long, that something is turning or work:i.ng the story." 12 In
the fi.na.l draft the tattooed Pantacrator does indeed become
the central thematic image in a tale which has been "turned,"
_ _ _ _a_ _ __

12K. A.. Porter, F. O'Connor,

c. Gordon, M. Jones, and
L. D. Rubin, 11 Recent Southern Fiction: A Panel Discussion,"
Ji!!1_lettP of VJesJ.eyan ,C.9]J.JU'~, January, 1961, p. 12.
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transformed, so that it illuminai;;es "that pa't'ticular heresy
which denies Our Lord corporeal substance.," 1 3
Even in the final complete preliminary draft the
transformations suggest that in the course of rewriting
0' Connor kept; delving deeper into the metaphysical roots of
the story's underpinnings, of which she was at first only
superficiall~y

conscious.

Three

abo~tive

attempts at writing

the first page of the new draft, for example, demonstrate that
she was still in the process of refining her vision of the tale,
its characters and setting.

The first experiment begins with

a description of Parker's three room house "close to the edge
of an embankment overlooking the high'ttmy.
.... on thE: 11orc.h
mo:r~

(In

He and his wife sat

tho det·ached. back seat of a car that some for-

tenant: had 1ef·t; there. 11

In the second the order of the

se:nten(~nJ;; i.:3

reversed and the embankment has changed--first

to a

l"'ed. if.

11

r:utted

and th.en to e.

l!

steep pink. 11

Finally in the

third attempt is the sentence that opens the published version:
"Parker's wife was sitting on the front porch snapping
t

beans~

11

which dra.ws the reader immediately into the action of the story-cle 1-:u-:o evidence of the \r.Tri ter' s superb sense or drama.
alterations in imagery, however, are

al~;~o

~:'he

signii'icant; as

noted before, the elimination of cushioning serves as an indication of ·!;he hardness of their lives together, and the reader
is given an early hint of Sarah Ruth's snappish temper.

____

....... _,..._....._ ....... _..
1 3Gordon,

__._..

.

11

.An American Gi.rl, 11

.Q.P..•

ill-"' p. 136 •

Through
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a creative exploration of option$ v1hich included experiment
'\..,rith structural arrangement, the elimination o.f unnecessary
detail and, finally, the refinement and enrichment of imagery
Flannery 0 'C01mor at last discovered the gem-like opening of
11

Parkel.~

's Back. 11
Examples of a similar proeess abound throughout this

last preliminary drafto

It is clear, for example, that

O'Connor's concept of Sarah Ruth's character had sharpened
since the composition of the earlier draft, for a considerable
amount of derogatory description was at first included in this
final version.

She wrote that Sarah Ruth "was too stupid to

get the government on" Parker, and that she was "very ugly"'
a kind of old yon.ng., 11

0

•

She was "gawky as· e. young half-grmm

haJ.f-sta-r·ved mule 1: and "a bag of bones, a har1k of hair·. 11

All

of this :i..n.formF.·tt;:Lon was crossed out, however, and deleted in
the pr:oee.ss. of .re·vision so that finally one t s impressions of
Sarah Ru·t;h are drawn from her speech and actions, from showing
rather

t~an

.

telling •

The revisions in the first crucial exchange between
Parker and Sarah Ruth, in front of her "shot-gun house," evince
similar conceptual development and dramatic compression.

Afte.r

Sarab. Ruth's broom, "the terrible bristly claw, 11 had hit him,

"le

read in this final preliminary d."t'aft that:
J?arker' s vision was so blurred that for an
instant he thought he had been attacked by some
heavenly creature vJ'hich had descended on him
directly out of nowhere, a giant hawkeyed angel
wielding some fantastic vleapon. As his sight
c;leared he saw it was a tall raw·-boned girl with
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a broom. He was as stunned as Noses in the
face of a bush suddenly breaking into flame.
The "shot-gun house" and the adjective "heavenly," the
importance given to the

11

descent on him directly out of

nowhere," and the likening of Parker's response to that of
Moses before the burning bush all lead the reader to the
expectation that for Parker this is the kind of cataclysnic
encounte~--

which so often leads directly to conversion in

O'Connor's work.

But if that was O'Connor's original intent,

she altered it in the writing, for the portentous adjective
"shot-gu:n" was softened to read "two room," the clause about
the descent abbreviated to the phrase "from above h.im 11 and
the reference to Moses completely deleted.
·. roma.ined

~.ts

Had the passage

:Lt: ·wan 9 it would have stolen fire from that major

the cJ.ime.x of tb.e f.rtory in which Pat"ker crashes the
e.n.d. j:urtl1.ermore w·ould have misled the reader to think

that Sarah Ruth was directly the instrument of Parker's illumination.

Such revisions provide further evidence that the

writer' s•' irnaginati ve vision of the tale, even in this f'inal
preliminary draft, was being gradually refined, sharpened, as
was her telling of it.
Similar honing occurred in numerous passages descr:i.bing
Parker

fu~d

his state of mind in this last corrected manuscript.

The information that Parker would
before he

"ila.s

11

see her [~arah Rutii] in hell"

saveq was deleted from the first page.

And later,

after the tattoo has b.een finished, Parker's .farewell speech to
the tattooist is crossed out.

It read:

"Going to get me a
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drinlr," Parker said.

"Going to get good and drunk and then

I'm going home and show "the old woman this and then I'm going
to give her a good beating and

bus~h

some sense into her head."

Such active animosity tovmrd his wife is scarcely consistent
with Parke1-' s character, his bewildered attraction for Sarah
Ruth, and the author wisely eliminated it in. the course of
revisions
Another passage denoting a kind of general malice in
Parker was also deleted.

At first, Parker's motivation in

frequenting pool halls lay in his desire to "rid himself o.f
obnoxious thoughts by infecting someone else with them.

While

he talked they would seem to go out of his head into a \'lider
field of hends until, spread thin they no longer worried him."
'l'he :pasr-P::tf;e is, o.f course, an example of 0 'Connor's masterly
deser:i.ption o.t' imddious evil, btrt perceptive as it is, she
had the disb:L'imini:d;ing sense ·to reject it as uncharacteristic
of Parker, who, in the final version, is clearly a kind of
backwoods rustic innocent--who is capable of responding to
the mysterious theophony of the burning tree.
At times, however, the reader is struck
l~~icism

of a deleted passage.

the sheer

b;>r

On Parker's trip home, for

example, 'iThree or i'our mountains rose like the backs of sleep·ing animals against the black sky.
the moon was paltry and pale.

There were no clouds bu-t

Parker ran over a possom almost

at the :i.ns'tant he sa-v1 its glit-tering red eyes. • • "
writer \·muld have insisted on keeping the

passa.gf~

A lesser

simply because

it is g_o<lli_, but O'Connor evidently recognized that such vivid
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imagery could serve the reader, mistakenly, as an omen of
violent death in the conclusion so she relinquished it.
Not all of the revisions in this last preliminary
draft, however, are the result of compression and deletion.
Frequently the addition of a single word, a phrase, or a
whole passage resulted in enrichment of the story 9 and unification.

Mention of the pecan tree under which Parker "leans

crying like a baby" at the end of the story is inserted in the
description of the house at the

b~ginning.

And the broom which

is Sarah Ruth's "hoary \'.reapon" on their first and last encounters, appears additionally in this final version when Parker
"might have been a stray pig or goat that had wondered into
the yard and she too tired to take up the broom and sweep it
off(/;"
AltJ:.10ugh O'Connor deleted one passage that would seem
to hr.:: too. obv-ious m.t explanation of Parker's motivation ("His
mother had left the name Jesus in his soul like an iron stake
marking~
;.;

vanished property line.,"), several major augmentations

in this final draft reinforced, illumined the thematic core of
the story,.

The whole naming episode, for example, in which we

learn of Parkerfs prophetic first and second names is added
in this last version, as is the information that Sarah Ruth
"thought churches were idolatrous.,"

Parker's night at the·

"Haven of Light flop hou.se 11 with its "phosphorescent cross
glowing at the end of the room" constitutes another thematically
significant enlargement.

In an earlier experiment Parker had

paid the aJ:·tist a dollar and a half for staying in his room
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during the night.

Here,the "Havenof Light 11 together with

"the phosphorescent CI'oss" reinearnate the vivid image at
the flaming tree which had led to Parker's conversion.

These

increments,, together \'lith· the deletions already noted, sho'V'T
that the writer's vision continued to be deepened and clarified in its perspective even in the final draft of the story ..
For Flannery 0 1 Cmmol' it is· apparen-t· that the difficult

11

chore"

of '\'ll:'iting was a way of knowing that did indeed lead to "seeing
through reality" to that "realm of mystery which is the concern
of prophets." 14
We should not, of course, be surprised at discovering
her imagination carrying her deeper and deeper into the metaphysical levels of: meaning earlier hidden in the first versions
of the story..

8ht~

expressed he:t:- epistemological point o:f view

em numerous occ.aHions, writing that "prophetic insight is a
quality of the :imagination, ul5 an.d that

11

reason should always

go where the imagination goes, 1116 and, again, that "Imagination
is a for!Jl
of knowledge. 1117
'ji

In fact, Flannery O'Connor 1r.ras so

unusually art;iculate when speaking or writing about her craft
that all of the revisions throughout the various drafts of
1 '+r>/'m.rgare t r1ea
. annery o ' cJonnor:
tVi
d ers, "Fl
P.olora§£L2llg.I·t~r1Y.,, Spring, 1962, p., 38Lf-~

r ~~· t erary ''vv~ t c h , "
1

•

l5 Joel Wells, "Off the Cuff," .Qr.i.t.ic., August-September,
1962, pll 72 ..
16o•.Connor, .11 Replies to Two Questions," 1.Q£•llic
l?--~
.
R.~ vard , and S.~e h , .Q.'Q.• .Q1_e
. t , p.
.11 ug:tna,

55 •
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11

Parker's Back" simply serve as proof of the statements she

had made about the meticulous \'lOrk in rm'lri ting again and
again, the search for and gradual development o:f cha.racterization, and,finally, the significance of a central image.
Genetic criticism of "Parker's Back" is valuable,
therefore, because it lends weight to the statements the
writer made about her• craft.

But it also yields significant

information about Flannery 0 'Connor herself and the over·riding
concerns of her life.

Henry James likened his oi'm work at

revising to that of a painter freshening a canvas to bring out
"buried secrets, ulB and in an essay on Turgenieff J·ames stated
that revelation of the writer's mind is of critical importance
to the reader.
~~'he ~;,;reat

question as to a poet or a

noveli;st is, How does he feel about life? \"hat~
:1.n t/b:e: lH::::t analysis, :i.s his philosophy? When

vig;m::·c:t.uJ uri ters have reached maturity, we are
at l:iher·ty to gather from their works some

expression of a total view of the world they
have been so actively observing. This is the
most interesting thing their works offer us.
Details are interesting in proportion as they
~ontribute to make it clear.l9

The revisions of. 11 Parker's Back 11 are interesting because the
readeJ:' can see in them the ways

11

buried secrets 11 of the WOl"'k

were revealed, and also because they do indeed serve as interesting d.eta.ils 11 which "contribute to make cleru:.-" Flannery

-----·18Henry James in "The Preface

to· the revised version
Henry James (NetnJ York: Charles Scribne:r es
Sons~ 1907), p. xiii.

o.f

11

Ji9~::r;icls;__JI.uds..Q.:g._,

.
l9Quoted in Ji.E~}~-!'J!.._Jal!l_~~,_ ThE} J:@jQr~.l'hasJ?.., F.; o.
Matthiessen'·(London·, ·Ne\'7 York, .J:oronto: Oxford University
Press, 19L~L~), p. 131.
1
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O'Connor's mind.,
Passages added. a-t the end of the story, for e:x:ample,
lead to ins:i.ghts about the writer's state of mind when she
was conscious of the ephemeral quality of her own existence.
Tentative versions of two such passages are handwritten on
the notebook page she 'tllas evidently working on when she spoke
to Cr.d"oliJ1e Gordon.,

In one, Parker .is examining his soul:

"He saw it as a sooty spider web of facts and lies that was
not at all important to him but that appeaJ.:•ed to be to the
authority beyond."

Another reads:

"Parker stood with his

back against the door like a man pinned there by an arrm'l.
His skin felt brittle and transparent, irradiated by the
strange

light~~~

tu:r.nod by

tb.E.~

He .felt like some fragile thingof natl.tre,
light into a perfect arabesque of colors that

only l1.5.Jl1Be1:C a:nd the
see in these

paz~sages

Lo:r.~d

could see .. "

One cannot help but

a sign of the writer's own perception

of being shortly before her death.
Of
even greater significance is the fact that she
~~
rejected the version of the story (Fragment B) which is preoccupied v1ith the theme of matrimony.

Flannery O'Connor, of

course, had no immediate knowledge of the problems of mar:t"iage,
so she was handicapped in writing in detail about it.

But it

is apparent that the subject matter was fla\'Ied in far more
significant ways, for its very nat;m·alness did not allow for
eXploration of those theological and aesthetic verities which
constituted ·t;he principle preoccupations in both her life and
her art.

In :r-ejecting the preliminary version which focused

on Parker's marriage vow, she chose inst;e ad the story's
telling in which the primary focus is on the my·steries of
man's relationship with eternal truths and the Etrtistry
"\'Jhich incat>nates them.
Moreover, genetic criticism can lead to better understanding of the writer's intentions and the story's value.,
For in the process described above, -the story gained incalculably in profundity and breadth of vision.

By de-emphasizing

the natural day-to-d.ay concerns of married life, O'Connor
intends the reader to focus on Parker's awakening to his
prophetic vocation--to that heavem'lard direction foretold by
the tattooed "eagle" in the revised version.

In fact, the

revisions nll se:r:ve as signposts to the reader that such a
re£lolu.tion. is finally to be reachede

f'o:.r example,

sugg(~sts

The addition to the
to the reader that

Pa:r•ke:r.> 1 s mother has so\vn tb.e seeds of prophetic vision in her

son.,

Later in the published story, one can see that the con-

flict

ru~~

..

tension with his anti-church wife Ruth led to a kind

of negative impulse toward the truth.,

And his preoccupation

\'lith those tensions caused the ultimate revelation of the
supernatural in his collision with the tl"'ee which is the center
of the field--just as the unacknowledged. Christ had been at the
cente~"'

of Parker's field of vision, his gesta·lt,

beginning of the storye

from the

Finally, the art of the tattooist,

instead of being simply a ruse for attracting v-mmen, has become
the symbol throughout the story of Parker's sense that artistry,
mirroring the Word which became flesh, incarnates God's truth
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for humanity.
Genetic criticism, then, can serve as an invaluable
critical tool, .and it

reveals something of the author herself

and her intentions; furthermore, it illumines the imaginative
development of the story, the ways in which alterations in
the form and content led to meaning.

Disciplined effort and

the creative process itself transformed the crudity of the
early drafts ofrrParker's Back"to the art of the final version.
For the critic who has been intrigued at the seeming "ease 11
with which she communicates the vagaries of man's relationships with ultimate goodness and evil, fascination lies in
follo"ring the path along \vhich her imagination led her.
the }J.ound dog to v.rhich she likened herself
"follow the

fJt~ent .. "

once~

I1ike

we too can

And i:f as sh·e said, "It 's the wrong scent

and. :rem stop c..x1d go back," 20 in t;he manuscripts one can pu:rsue
the r.;to:r.'y':;: ta:rd.l on its w:lnd.ing

\~Jay

to its final telling.

2 ?11 An Interview with Flannery O'Connor and Robert Penn
\varrens rrii .Y_sgabonc!, February, 1960, P• 9.
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